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would you put a mother, buying nappies
and pushchairs? Adult, probably, yet 35%
of 25 year olds have at least one child (1).
There are, of course, reliable differences
between adult and youth: indeed, being
different from adults is a key aim of being
‘young’. Each generation finds some way
to define itself as separate, and different,
from the previous one. The visible mani-
festations of rebellion alter: put a teddy
boy, a punk and a goth in a line together to
get some idea of the differences. But the
underlying motivations are the same.
Many of the reliable differences are bio-
logical: a higher sex drive, greater physical
strength. Some are attitudinal: young 
people are likely to be more idealistic,
more rebellious, more risk-taking and
more experience-led.

But even with these differences, it is
impossible to draw a fixed line between
‘youth’ and ‘adult’ segments: something
many marketers attempt to do by 
defining their target market as, say, 16–24.
Do advertisers using this criterion expect a
24 year old to put away childish things as
25 strikes, and switch from a carefree exis-
tence to a life of responsibility and toil?

And defining a target segment by age
risks another pitfall: that of lumping
together a wide spread of segments. How
can a recent immigrant, say, be expected
to identify with, or share aims and role

models with, a product of generations of
local farmers? The different roles played
by classmates even within the same
school or university place gulfs between
them that even the most determined 
marketer struggles to bridge.

Different from the past – 
today’s youth
‘Where is the surfer?’ gushes a slide from
a recent youth marketing conference. ‘On
top of the wave? Inside the wave? He is
both, and knows how and when to flow
between the two.’ 

Is ‘Generation Y’ an entirely different
animal for marketers to get to grips with?
A consumer endowed with superhuman
levels of knowledge and abilities? Far
from it. Hooligan, by Geoffrey Pearson,
charts the establishment’s opinion of
‘youth’ 20 years ago, 40 years ago, all the
way back to pre-Victorian times – and
each generation earnestly believed that
youth in their day had radically changed
(for the worse, of course) since their own
childhood. There is little more reason to
believe this today than there was then. As
Reverend E Irving put it in 1829, ‘From
this relaxation of parental discipline …
doth it come to pass that children who
have been brought up within these 30
years, have nothing like the same rever-
ence and submission to their parents.’

Getting to know 
the youth market

PICTURE THE SCENE. It is 2am 
and your local nightclub is in full
swing. Lights swaying, noises 

deafening, walls sweating, and it is so
packed that you can’t tell if people are
dancing or just trying to stay upright. It is
an average Friday night.

Now picture the average member of a
marketing department. Late forties, 
balding, neatly dressed in a faded grey
suit, he is slightly overweight and wears a
perpetually earnest expression. He is
most comfortable in the far corner of the
office, pecking at a keyboard and making
the occasional phone call.

Put the two together. Your bewildered
victim blinks into the lights, nervously
bouncing from one foot to the other in
what he hopes might be the right
rhythm. He ventures into the maelstrom,
tapping anything that appears to be an
arm and enquiring if he might, perhaps,
have a little word about this rather 
exciting new product?

It is difficult to picture. But this is
exactly what marketing teams across the
country are asked to do every day. The
gulf between marketing and the ‘youth’
generation can seem unbridgeable. It is
only by stepping back a little from our
nightclub, and looking at the problem in
the cold light of day, that we might find a
way forward.

There are three important questions
involved in any analysis of the youth 
market. 
1. Is it valid to refer to a group of people as
‘youth’: are there important differences
between those we label youth and those
we don’t? 
2. Is youth homogeneous, or are there
significant varieties of young person? 
3. How is the behaviour of youth today dif-
ferent from that of previous generations?

Different from others 
– who are the youth?
The dividing line between adult and
youth is hard to draw – many fall into
both categories. Where, for example,
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Methods of reaching consumers, too,
have broadened considerably: they now
include the internet, television, mobile,
and vastly higher levels of ambient 
marketing – even lunchtime sandwich
bags are splashed with ads alongside the
mustard stains. But, as is frequently 
pointed out, this increased range of
options carries a challenge: in a world of
multiple media usage how can a TV ad
pull the consumer’s attention away from
the internet or magazine they are also
reading? How can one brand shout louder
than the thousands of others to which
their target is exposed every day?

Meeting the challenge
Some prescriptions for youth marketing
follow clearly from the symptoms already
described. Consumers today are used to a
far faster and more involved level of 
communication with their peers, and can
respond well to a similar involvement
with selected brands. A company that
makes itself available to speak to its cus-
tomers on their terms will strengthen its
brand considerably. Innocent Drinks, for
example, puts a number on each bottle
that rings the ‘banana phone’ in its office,
answered by any passing employee from
the top down. Started in 1998, Innocent
has 41% of the UK smoothie and yoghurt

drinks market, and has won several 
marketing awards with its approachable,
friendly style. Where a brand does not
make it easy for customers to contact it,
methods may be created for it: FaxY-
ourMP.com has enjoyed huge success
simply by making it possible for people to
get in touch with politicians.

Bad news travels fast – and, usually, to
the internet. Searching for most large
companies on Google turns up a host 
of sites with gripes against the brand. 
For every PandG.com there is a
PandGKills.com, for each PayPal.com a
PayPalSucks.com. (Even HooverSucks.com
claims to be ‘under construction’,
although that is perhaps less of a criti-
cism.) The internet forces a new level of
transparency onto companies, and young
consumers are embracing the change.
Sites have sprung up that follow every
step of an industry in painstaking detail –
look, for example, at SnackSpot.org.uk –
meaning that many consumers will be as
aware of competitor products as the 
companies selling to them. All of this is
entirely user-generated content, and the
availability of online journals (blogs) or
radio shows (podcasting) blurs the line
further between an authoritative source
and a customer with a gripe. This is 
equally true in non-retail marketing – the
depth of political detail available at Pub-
licWhip.org.uk or TheyWorkForYou.com,
both non-commercial sites, far exceeds
more traditional news sources. Even the
rise of the ‘open source’ movement,
which prohibits secrecy in software 
programs, reflects this trend.

It is therefore vital that a company is
fast to respond to good news and bad –
and, when there is bad news, the response
must include acknowledging a problem,
fixing it, and taking clear and public steps
to make sure it does not recur. Every com-
pany selling to youth must be in close
touch with its customers and know exactly
who those customers are. The wealth of
user-generated content both creates this
need and helps meet it: the opinions

So marketers face essentially the same
battle they always have. The things that
define youth – rebelliousness, risk-taking,
impulsiveness, idealism – are no different
from when marketing was born. Today’s
teenager has the same dreams, ideals and
aims as any teenager, since long before the
word was coined. The differences are in the
ways that youth can express those dreams.

Technology has facilitated this differ-
ence in expression. Communication has
undergone a revolution in the last ten
years, with the internet and mobile
phones approaching ubiquity. A youth
may well have ongoing contact with a
close friend throughout the day – by
phone, text, email, instant messaging –
however far apart they actually are. The
speed with which an opinion – or a 
campaign – can spread is unprecedented.
Some observers have over reacted to the
novelty, believing that a common-or-gar-
den mob can be made into a ‘smart’ mob
simply by adding a sprinkle of the latest
technology, or that a crowd equipped
with texts can bring down the President
of the Philippines in a way radically 
different from, say, a crowd equipped
with a phone (2). But, even after the hype
is removed, the increased speed and
breadth of communication does require a
different approach from marketing.
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and suggestions found on blogs, user
forums and even on ‘sucks’ sites can be a
strong leading indicator of wider public
dissent.

Being in ‘close touch’ with customers is
difficult for most large companies, which
tend to be run by people closer in age to a
youth’s grandparents than to the youth
themselves. There is a heavy risk of
appearing patronising or trying too hard
to connect with young consumers. 
Aping the slang of the target segment, for
example, is fraught with danger. Youth
language changes rapidly, precisely for
the purpose of identifying an ‘in-group’:
those who can speak the language (3) (see
urbandictionary.com for a sample of the
dizzying range of slang in use). 

A company that tries, and fails, to
speak to customers in their own language
is in danger of appearing to mock the cul-
ture of the very people it is trying to
please. And even lucky companies that
manage to connect with the mood of
youth at a certain time – for example,
Levi’s in the 1980s – will then find it diffi-
cult to keep up to date as their rebellious
generation morphs into the establish-
ment. In general, it can be safer for large
companies to position themselves as an
enabler of youth activities, rather than a
companion – sponsoring events relevant
to the target segment, for example –
rather than putting their own employees
on a surfboard.

Essential conflict
Some observers would say that ‘youth
marketing’ contains an essential conflict:
if the general aim of youth is to define
themselves against the previous genera-
tion, how can that generation hope to
bend them towards their aims? For 
example, with the current emphasis on
individuality over generic, mass-pro-
duced items (a trend Mintel labelled the
‘Rebellious Consumer’ (4)), how can a
large corporation convince people of the
value of its products?

Part of the answer lies in traditional
but underused tools of marketing: 
segmentation and research. Consumers
who are approached simply because they
happen to fall into a set age or income
bracket will feel no attachment to the
brand presented to them, but consumers
approached in a way that resonates with
how they view themselves are far more
likely to respond. To generate this level of
understanding, however, brands must
research their target market intensively –
and update regularly to stay current.

Research, then, is crucial – but this

does not mean that companies are limited
to the old ways of doing it. Focus groups
and shopping-centre questionnaires can
be useful, but technology offers (and
youth culture permits) a vastly extended
research toolbox. At the extreme, we have
successfully conducted focus groups in
UK nightclubs, although with younger
facilitators than in our earlier example.

Some companies aim to appeal to 
segments through sub-brands. Mars, for
example, manages very popular mass-
market brands such as Uncle Ben’s, but
also sells an organic, luxury brand of
pasta, sauces and soup called Seeds of
Change. Few people would study the jars
closely enough to identify the connection
with Mars, and Seeds of Change is selling
extremely successfully with a ‘small-com-
pany’ positioning. Of course, if taken to
extremes, there is a strong danger of this
strategy backfiring: hell hath no boycotts
like a customer deceived, and any brand
whose target market suddenly loses faith
in its credentials would certainly struggle.

Young customers are only likely to
reject the framework offered to them
when they feel their wishes are being
ignored – or that companies do not under-
stand their needs. The recent kerfuffle
over MP3 downloads is a good example.
Customers have proved willing to flout
the law by downloading music from peer-
to-peer networks, but ‘justify’ this with
the popular belief that the large labels
operate a cartel, charging overly high
prices and manipulating the charts.
Labels to which young consumers feel a
closer attachment – many small, indie
labels – have been able to take advantage
of the MP3 revolution, putting a couple of
tracks onto bands’ websites for potential
fans to download and sample before
deciding whether to splash out on the CD.

Given the wide spectrum of attitudes
and approaches among the young, it would
be naïve to expect the anti-corporate ‘I-am-
an-individual’ theme to be ubiquitous.
Indeed, there is a strongly pro-capitalist 
segment among youth. Rap music, for

example, freely embraces capitalism and
branding: Puff Daddy and Jay-Z have
launched fashion labels, and McDonald’s
claims that several rappers responded to its
offer to ‘pay per shout’ for the Big Mac.

To approach ardently anti-marketing
consumers (a particularly youth-heavy
segment), there is also the option of a 
non-traditional approach. Agnès b, a fash-
ion label, has scorned such everyday
methods as catwalk models, advertising
and spokespeople; instead, it allows 
people to ‘find’ the brand themselves,
spreading by word of mouth and a limited
amount of delicate marketing (5). The
company produces a magazine called
Point d’Ironie, sponsors contemporary art,
even owns a film production company.
Agnès b clothes were worn in Pulp Fiction,
Reservoir Dogs, Mulholland Drive and 
Hannibal. This understated approach – an
anti-marketing form of marketing – is a
fine line to walk but can bring huge bene-
fits: agnès b has 118 stores in ten countries.

Marketing to the new generation of
consumers is certainly a challenge – 
especially when their impulse is to reject
anything that seems to be ‘marketing’. But
that does not rule out all forms of commu-
nication, nor does it sound a death knell
for large companies. Take, for example,
my colleague’s housemate, who, at 23, 
is pushing the bounds of ‘youth’, but 
probably still qualifies. When he claimed
recently that ‘all marketing should be
banned’, I was taken aback: my current
employment depends strongly on market-
ing’s continuing existence. But it turned
out that Duncan was perfectly happy with
many forms of marketing: special offers,
promises kept, good customer service,
new and interesting products. He even
had a strong attachment to a range of
brands (Google, for example). 

What he and many youth consumers
dislike is the feeling of being manipulated;
the feeling of being pushed down a set
route, the feeling of disconnection from a
large company. Break down those barriers
and the challenge of marketing to the
youth consumer dissolves. ■
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‘Consumers
approached in a 
way that resonates
with how they 
view themselves 
are far more likely 
to respond’


